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Freeflapreconstruction iswidelyacceptedas thegold standard
management for a variety of clinical situations within plastic
surgery, including open fractures and breast reconstruction.1

There is a large cost incurred from the surgery andmonitoring
the flap postoperatively (operation costs £12,000 and an
additional £45,000 over the year).2–4 The patient themselves

will bear iatrogenic stress from a donor site defect and psycho-
logical stress fromaesthetic changes fromsurgery. Therefore, it
is imperative to reduce the risk of postoperative complications.

Despite the uncontrollable patient factors that contribute to
free flap failure such as age, smoking, and other comorbid-
ities,5–11 a potential opportunity for the improvement in
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Abstract Objective Technologies facilitating continuous free tissue flap monitoring such as
near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) have been shown to improve flap salvage rates.
However, the size and associated costs of such technology create a barrier to wider
implementation. The aim of this study was to develop and validate a wearable sensor
for continuous tissue oxygenation monitoring.
Materials and Methods A forearm ischemia model was designed by using a brachial
pressure cuff inflation protocol. Twenty healthy subjects were recruited. The forearm
tissue oxygenation of each subject was monitored throughout the pressure cuff
protocol by using a new optical sensor (Imperial College London), and a gold standard
tissue spectrometry system (O2C, Medizintecknik, LEA, Germany). Data were proc-
essed to allow quantitative deoxygenation episode comparisons between inflations
and sensor modalities.
Results The correlation between O2C and optical sensor oxygenation measurements
was moderate (average R¼0.672, p< 0.001). Incremental increases in cuff inflation
duration resulted in a linear increase in deoxygenation values with bothO2C and optical
sensors, with significant differences recorded on consecutive inflations (wall shear rate,
p<0.005). The presence or absence of pulsatile blood flow was correctly determined
throughout by both sensor modalities.
Conclusion This study demonstrates the ability of a small optical sensor to detect and
quantify tissue oxygenation changes and assess the presence of pulsatile blood flow. Low
power,miniaturized electronicsmake the device capable ofdeployment in awearable form
which may break down the barriers for implementation in postoperative flap monitoring.
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postoperative flap surveillance could improve outcomes. Early
recognition of flap failure leading to early and appropriate
management can support flap salvage.12,13 Conventional clini-
cal methods of regular flap examination for color, temperature,
and other visible/palpable parameters are still seen as the gold
standard.14,15 This strategy has a considerable human resource
burden and has been seen to only identify 84% of failing free
flaps despite high levels of clinical care.16

The most common adjunct in current clinical practice is the
assessment of the vascular pedicle using a handheld Doppler
probe.17While theprocessofexaminationbyhandheldDoppler
takes away someof the subjectivityof recognizing clinical signs,
it maintains the need for in-person interaction and relies on
staff being trained to use the device. These issues have been
partly overcome by the use of an implantable Doppler probe,
particularly the Cook-Swartz Doppler that has been shown to
support freeflap success ratebetween95 and98%.18Thedevice
doeshoweverhaveahigh falsepositive rate,19andtherefore, the
cost effectiveness of the device is limited due to the risk of
unnecessary surgery. Cost-effectiveness may well depend on
thebaselinesuccess rateof thehospital beforeusing thedevice.3

Biodegradable devices which avoid the complications of
wire removal from the implantable doppler are undergoing
feasibility studies.20

Microdialysis is a technique established in other medical
fieldswhich involves insertinga specializedcatheter into tissue
to sample the biochemistry.19 Accurate measurements of
glucose and lactate within buried or surface free flaps, influ-
encedbyanaerobic respiration, provide a surrogatemeasure of
tissue oxygenation. However as of yet, there are no studies
demonstrating that it is more effective than less invasive
methods. Furthermore, it comes at a cost of risking local
inflammation and infection caused by an inserting a foreign
body, and the limitation of preexisting medical conditions or
systemic factors making the results difficult to interpret.21

Near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) utilizes the different
light absorption spectra of oxy- and deoxy hemoglobin to
measure tissue oxygenation. It is noninvasive and the tech-
nology is reusable, with a growing evidence base for its
health care utility.

Systematic reviews report increased flap success rates
using NIRS monitoring due to improved salvage rates (89 vs.
50%) and less partial flap necrosis (15 vs. 80%) in meta-
analyses of over 1,500 free flaps.22,23 Also, a large 10-year
case series by Koolen et al exhibits the benefits of NIRS,
demonstrating flap salvage rates improving from 57.7 to
96.6%, leading to a reduction of flap loss from 2.9 to 0.1%
(p<0.001).24 The same review concluded that uptake of the
technology is held back by the requirement for specialist
training or technical support from a biomedical engineer,
which is likely to incur costs on top of the often prohibited
initial cost of the hardware.

The ideal freeflapmonitoring technologywas described by
Creech andMiller in 1975: “Should beharmless to patient and
flap, rapidly responsive, accurate, reliable, and applicable to all
typesofflap. Furthermore, it shouldbeequippedwitha simple
display so that even relatively inexperienced personnel can
alert the development of circulatory impairments.”25

Anovel tissue oxygenationmonitoringdevice (referred to as
the “optical sensor”) was developed based on the principals of
spectroscopywith the potential forwearable form toovercome
the challenges and limitations of current technologies.26,27

The aim of the study was to validate the miniaturize
optical technology in measuring local tissue oxygenation
by using a custom-made brachial pressure cuff forearm
ischemia model. Measurements were compared with a
well-validated tissue spectroscopy system (O2C, Medizin-
tecknik, LEA, Germany).

Materials and Methods

Optical Sensor Development
A miniature (19.6�12.4mm) sensor was developed to con-
tinuously monitor tissue oxygenation and pulsatile blood
flow. The device is made from ultra-low power electronics
which consume 6.6 mW (in contrast to most other medical
devices which are over 1,000W). The sensor detects back-
scattered light from two light sources onto a printed circuit
board, similar to NIRS; both utilize the difference in absorp-
tion between oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin.
However, the wavelengths used for our low power device
(740 and 880nm) are slightly out of the typical NIRS spectra.
Sensor data calibration and trials of different light wave-
lengths resulted in a usable algorithm, which provided a
tissue oxygenation estimate covering a range of oxygen
saturations. This simple but effective optical sensor has
energy demands easily met by a small battery making the
technology capable of wireless data transmission.

All of the hardware for data collection and processing is on
the wearable part of our sensor, whereas for most NIRS
or other wired devices, the processing/communication
hardware is inside a separate computer or bedside console.
This allows our sensor to be fully wireless.

However, awired connectionwas maintained throughout
for the ease of data collection and practicality, as wireless
performance was outside the scope of the sensor laboratory
validation (►Fig. 1).

Forearm Ischemia Model
A forearm ischemia model was designed to simulate the
changes in free flap failure by using a brachial pressure cuff
inflation protocol in healthy subjects. A commercially available
spectroscopy system (O2C) was used to develop and validate
the protocol to produce consistent, incremental changes in
forearmtissueoxygenation.TheO2Cconsistsofa computerand
wired probe, mounted on a trolley with approximately 1 m2

footprint. Parameters are measured at two tissue depths by
using the absorption spectrum of white and laser light and
include tissue oxygen saturation, relative hemoglobin (rHb, i.e.,
microvasculaturefilling pressure, raised invenous congestion),
and blood flow by using parallel laser Doppler. The O2C tissue
oxygen component has been validated by using polarographic
pO2measurements fromamicrocatheter directly inserted into
an animal freeflapmodel.28 TheO2C has been implemented in
freeflapmonitoring29andnumerousotherclinical applications
andresearchprotocols including investigating tumorbiology,30
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pathophysiology in the critical care setting,31 musculoskeletal
and sports medicine,32 and wound-healing processes.33

Superficial (3mm) forearm tissue oxygenation was more
reactive topressurecuff inflations thandeep(7mm),making it
a more ideal comparator for the study. An arterial occlusion
(AO) model was simulated by using supra-systolic cuff infla-
tion, which caused a linear reduction in oxygenation before a
plateau at low levels. A venous congestion (VC) model was
simulated by using subdiastolic cuff inflation, which caused a
slower reduction in oxygenation with a rise in the relative
hemoglobin measurement (reflecting tissue congestion).
Blood flow was maximally and partially reduced during AO
and VC models, respectively, as shown by Doppler measure-
ments. A series of five cuff inflations of incremental duration
from 30 to 150seconds was chosen based on methodological
suitability and minimizing subject discomfort (►Fig. 2).

Healthy Subject Study
Ethical approvalwas granted from theNHS South East London
Research Ethics Committee 3 (reference no: 10/H0808/124).
Adult subjects were recruited, given an information sheet and
the opportunity to ask any questions. Upon agreement to
participate, written consent was taken by the researcher.

Each subject was seated with their left arm resting
pronated on a table at the level of the heart (►Fig. 3). A
manually operated brachial pressure cuff was placed on the
upper arm. The optical sensor and O2C probewere placed on
the extensor surface of themid forearmparallel to each other
in the longitudinal axis. During placement, care was taken to
avoid visible or palpable superficial vasculature, while main-
tainingmaximum distance between the sensors tominimize
“cross talk” from sensor light sources. An opaque adhesive
dressing was used to stabilize the sensor placement as well
as control the ambient light conditions.

A flat O2C probe (LF-2) was connected to a PC running a
standard monitoring protocol on the O2C software. The
optical sensor was wired via USB to a PC running bespoke

software. Both software packages allowed real-time data
interrogation and estimation of tissue oxygen saturation,
facilitating sensor repositioning and/or repeated cuff infla-
tions upon artifactual measurements (following ambient
light calibration). A 1 to 2minutes data stabilization phase
was conducted upon initiating data collection before
commencing the cuff inflation protocol. Stabilization (not
necessarily return to baseline) of metrics was observed
before subsequent cuff inflations and upon completion.

Data Analysis
Data from the O2C and optical sensor were exported and
formatted to align the oxygenationmeasurements to facilitate
statistical analysis and comparison. The correlation of
hundreds of optical sensor oxygenation measurements to
that of the O2C was assessed to determine the extent of
concurrency. Due to data being monotonic and polynomially
distributed, Spearman’s Rho correlation coefficients were
calculated for both general data trends, as well as tissue
changes during the cuff inflation protocol for each subject.
Pre- and postprotocol metrics were compared by using
Wilcoxon’s signed rank tests. For comparisons regarding sam-
ples considered independent, Mann–Whitney U tests were
implemented.

Results

Between April 2013 and November 2013, 20 healthy subjects
were recruited. All subjects completed the cuff inflation
protocol while wearing both sensors.

Oxygen saturation values from the O2C machine and the
optical sensor showed similar trends during the cuff infla-
tion protocol. The correlations between O2C and optical
sensor oxygenation measurements were moderate and sta-
tistically significant for all subjects, with Spearman’s rho
values ranging from 0.418 to 0.862 with an average of 0.672
(p<0.001; ►Fig. 4).

Fig. 1 Optical sensor platform and schematic showing printed circuit board and tissue interrogation method via measuring changes in
backscattered light following absorption in the microvasculature. LED, light emitting diode; PD, photodiode.
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Incremental increases in AO model duration resulted in a
linear increase in deoxygenation values with both O2C and
optical sensors. There was a significant difference in the
extent of deoxygenation between subsequent cuff inflations
(p<0.005; ►Table 1 and ►Fig. 5).

The VC model caused a visible change in the forearm skin
color and vascular prominence (►Fig. 6). The magnitude of
deoxygenation as measured by the O2C was less during the
VC model compared with the AO model (57.9 vs. 82.2,
p¼0.001); however, the optical sensor recorded similar
deoxygenation both models (23.1 vs. 18.1, p¼0.099).

Deoxygenation Curves
The morphology of deoxygenation curves seen during AO
showed intersubject variation. Some subjects exhibited “sharp”
troughs, that is, linear deoxygenation until cuff deflation,
followed by immediate reoxygenation, whereas others were
“softer” with an apparent plateau before cuff deflation. This
patternwasmirrored inbothoptical andO2Cdatasets (►Fig. 7).

TissueCongestionandBloodFlowDataTrends (O2COnly)
Forearm tissue congestion (as measured by relative Hb) was
significantly greater in the VC model compared with the AO
model over 150 seconds (27.1 vs. 9.3, p¼0.001). Reduction in
blood flow during the AO model was 100% after 60 seconds.
In comparison, the VC model showed significantly less
reduction in blood flow (74.4 vs. 98.6%, p<0.001). There

was no difference in baseline and post-protocol blood flow
(11.2 vs. 11.7, p¼0.323).

Optical Sensor Detection of Pulsatile Blood Flow
At rest, the alternating component of the optical sensor
signal showed a coefficient of variation (Cv¼ standard
deviation/mean) of approximately 0.03, caused by
pulsatile blood flow. During the AO model, the variation
was reduced to less than 0.01, reflecting absence of
pulsatile flow. The original signal resumed following cuff
deflation (►Fig. 8).

Discussion

This study describes and evaluates a useful healthy subject
model for free flap failure and provides laboratory validation
of a low-power simplified tissue oxygenation sensor.

Changes in tissue oxygenation were simulated by using a
pressure cuffmodel. Inaddition tooxygenationvalues, theO2C
provided measurements of tissue congestion (rHb) and blood
flow within sampled tissue. The AO model, simulated by
supra-systolic cuff inflation caused a triad of rapidly decreas-
ing tissue oxygenation, slightly elevated tissue congestion and
complete cessation of blood flow. Conversely, the VC model,
simulated by subdiastolic cuff inflation, caused a more slowly
decreasing tissue oxygenation, significant tissue congestion
and a reduced, yet present, blood flow. Therefore, the

Fig. 2 Graph shows 3 metrics from the O2C equipment to validate the final pressure cuff protocol. During each cuff inflation, blood flow (blue)
reduces before short period of hyperaemia, tissue oxygenation saturation (green) reduces, and tissue congestion (red) increases slightly.
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cuff protocol was consistent, clinically representative, and
provided the idealmodel for validating the newoptical sensor.

Using the protocol described, the optical sensor proved
capable of detecting and quantifying changes in superficial
tissue oxygenation, as compared with the current gold
standard equipment (O2C). However, the relative oxygen-
ation changes from the optical sensor were smaller, with a
proportionally larger standard deviation compared with the
O2C. Furthermore, the optical sensor recorded equal deox-
ygenation for AO andVCmodels, in contrast to theO2Cwhich
found greater deoxygenation during the AO model. While
this does not reduce clinical utility, it does highlight the
balance of benefits between sensing modality, in which to
achieve a low power, miniaturized device there will be
limitations in the level of complexity of information
recorded. Similar results were seen in 20 subjects of different
gender, age, and skin color, proving external (in addition to
internal) validity. The study also met the secondary aim of
detecting pulsatile blood flow. This feature complements
tissue oxygenation measurements by suggesting the mecha-
nism of deoxygenation, differentiating between arterial and
venous occlusion or congestion, therefore acting as a substi-
tute for the O2C congestion (rHB) and flow measurements.
While the lowpower designmaymake the optical sensor less
sensitive to changes, the deoxygenation episodes were still
reliable and quantitative andmost likely sufficient to detect a
failing flap. As such, a balancemust be struck between use of
additional power for signal amplification to improve
response and power conservation to optimize battery life.

The results of this study support the theory that a
miniaturized wearable sensor could be used to detect or

Fig. 4 Comparative data from optical sensor and O2C for one subject shows strong positive correlation in tissue oxygenation during the cuff
protocol.

Fig. 3 Experimental setup. Manual brachial pressure cuff on the
upper arm, O2C probe on radial side, optical sensor on ulnar side of
forearm, both wired to PCs.
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predict flap compromise. There is already evidence whereby
similar technologies have been used in clinical trials to
accelerate the detection of flap failure and consequently
enhanced flap salvage rates.24,34,35 Many of the currently
available flap monitoring equipment require both a wired
probe and an expensive bedside unit. Due to all the compo-
nents being located on the patient, this device would not
require a bedside unit. This reduces upfront equipment costs
and improves the access of flapmonitoring in smaller centers
or those with multiple simultaneous free flap cases. With
its wireless capability, this sensor could remain in place
while the patient is mobilizing on the ward or during flap
training protocols (e.g., dependency). Additionally, it avoids
the needs and associated risks of invasive devices such as
implantable Doppler.

As demonstratedbyother sensors basedon thebody sensor
network architecture, this device not only monitors tissue
oxygenation, but alsomayprovide a continuousdata streamto
appropriate staff members at remote locations. This gives rise
to opportunities including push notifications to surgeons to
recommend inspection of the flap, or overnight data feeds to
relieve the on-call team or nursing staff from regular inspec-
tions of the flap and disrupting the patient. This could be
implemented througha securephone applicationorwebpage.

Fig. 6 Hand and forearm appearance 2 minutes 30 seconds after venous congestion model (left) and arterial occlusion model (right).

Table 1 Oxygenation saturation reduction (percentage) during arterial occlusion model and statistical difference between
subsequent inflation durations

Duration (s) 30 p-Value 60 p-Value 90 p-Value 120 p-Value 150

O2C
Mean (SD)

36.9
(9.80)

0.001 55.5
(5.8)

0.001 67.5
(4.0)

0.003 76.5
(6.8)

0.005 82.2
(7.7)

Optical
Mean (SD)

6.77
(2.33)

0.002 10.15
(2.73)

0.001 12.96
(2.96)

0.004 15.82
(3.50)

0.004 18.10
(3.23)

Abbreviation: SD, standard deviation.

Fig. 5 Change in tissue oxygenation values during incrementally
longer cuff inflations for optical sensor and O2C
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Also, in addition to accessing real-time oxygenationmeasure-
ments, all data collected for each case will be available to the
surgeon, facilitating trend analysis.

Free flap case series often report success rates of above
90%.36 Cost-effectiveness figures from Poder et al, in which
implantable Doppler technology was used to improve flap
salvage rates, made the case that the cost of disposable
monitoring equipment need be £200 or less in standard
cases to become cost-neutral. Cost analyses show NIRS
may be feasible with recent clinical case series, which saw
reduced re-exploration and increased flap salvage rates from
57.7 to 96.6%.24 Reducing the upfront costs further would
hopefully swing the cost-effectiveness in favor of continuous
monitoring with an optical sensor.

Although the pressure cuff model was evaluated positively,
it remains a nonclinical model and the sensor still requires
further validation ineither ananimalmodel orclinical freeflap
series. The model simulated an “all-or-nothing” scenario, in
which the vessel went from patent to occluded causing rapid
deoxygenation. While this served its purpose for validation,
slower and possiblyfluctuating oxygenation levels caused bya
transiently obstructed vessel or and expanding hematoma
exerting external compressive forces may not be detected

with as much confidence. Also, the sensor was in a static
position during data collection which does not consider
potential motion artifact in the clinical environment. To
minimize data packet loss and battery restrictions the sensor
was wired to the PC in this study. Further study is required to
examine the wireless battery life and quality of data transfer.
The 19.6�12.4mm circuit board is designed to incorporate
another two boards in a stacked formation to provide battery
and communication module (low energy Bluetooth). The
sensor also requires housing inmedical gradematerialswhich
block ambient light, are able to undergo sterilization, and can
be fixed to the skin.

Regarding elevated tissue congestion during the AOmodel,
itwashypothesized that the time taken tomanually inflate the
cuff (c.10 seconds) may have created a brief period of venous
occlusion with arterial patency, causing the elevation. The
extent of the elevation was significantly less than that during
the VC model, maintaining a distinction between the
simulations.

In practice, the technology underlying the sensor function
will only work on those flaps with an accessible surface. As
the sensor is designedwith capabilities for wireless function,
the electronics responsible for processing the signal and

Fig. 7 Closer inspectionofdeoxygenation curvesduringcuff inflation shows intersubject variation (i.e., sharp troughvs. broad trough). Thesedeoxygenation
patterns are consistent between the two sensor modalities which provides a further indication of the validity of optical sensor measurements.
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transmitting the data are all attached to the “probe.” While
this negates the need for a bedside computer and electric
cabling, it adds some size to the parts in contact with the
skin. As such, more inaccessible locations such as intraoral,
perineal area, or those surfaces in close contact with the bed
or chair are likely to be unsuitable. In these scenarios,
specialized models with a short, wired connection between
a thin interrogating probe and the remainder of the elec-
tronics are entirely feasible.

Implementing the sensor in the clinical setting initially
need not immediately change practice, with information
gathered primarily acting as supplementary to conventional
monitoring strategies. As with all new technologies, there
will be a learning curve before the full extent of benefit is
realized, as shown in a NIRS free flap case series where there
was a significantly decreased likelihood of surgical re-explo-
ration in increments (odds ratio: 0.76; 95% confidence
interval: 0.62–0.94) for every 100 flaps performed.24

Conclusion

This study provides encouraging data advocating the further
development of low power, simplified wearable sensors for
application in free flap monitoring. Results from previous
clinical trials implementing similar flap monitoring technol-
ogies reveal improved patient outcomes and potential cost-
savings should the price of equipment remain low, which is
only likely to be possible with technologies such as those
described in this paper. In centers where flap success rates
are particularly high, the proposed monitoring techniques

may facilitate higher risk reconstructions and widen access
to training opportunities.
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